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Osney, St Thomas & New Botley Allotments Association 
Minutes of Committee meeting 27 September 2017 
 
Attending:  Cathy, Verity, Anne (Chair), Nick, Sally, Gus, Roger, Jude (Minutes), Pól, Phil 
Apologies:  Pierre, Sid, Steve, Sue 
 
Actions: 
 

1 Add prohibition on urine use to website NJ, PR 
2 Investigate TPM fire cage GF, JC, NJ, PS 
3 Suggest contributions to website All  
4 Spare water trough for TPM PS, GF, JC 
5 Communicate Committee decisions and allocate riverside plots GF 
6 Consider rent deposit scheme proposal for next AGM NJ 
7 Arrange correct paperwork for handover of Trusteeship   NJ, AJ 
8 Contact new Treasurer and support a smooth handover GF, NJ 
9 Redact minutes before posting on both sites & on the website JC, NJ 
10 Post future minutes in the shop, once they are agreed as accurate VW 
11 Order speed limit signage for both sites  NJ 
12 Remove barbed wire and razor wire from plots a.s.a.p.   RJ, JC 
13 Investigate dedicated emergency phone number  NJ 
14 Create an H&S notification form for plot holders to identify any risks RJ 
15 Produce and post site notices on notifying risks, with direction to Association 

website  
SSL, NS 

16 Check Thames Water grant application and add recent budget & accounts as 
annex  

NJ 

17 Submit Thames Water grant application AJ 
18 Advertise and gauge interest among members for Potato Day 15 February 

2018  
NJ 

19 Contact Stuart Fitzsimmons at the OCC Parks regarding Japanese knotweed  VW 
20 Tree pruning on TPM - liaise with PS for use of the chainsaw JC, GF 
21 Arrange for padlock and lock the TPM toilet when water has been turned off  SR, VW 
22 Inform the relevant member to clear stored material from shed behind the 

TPM shop 
GF 

23 Investigate possible use of the Democrats club for committee meetings RJ 
 
1. Minutes from 27 August.  The minutes were agreed as accurate.  

  
 Matters arising: 

• Prohibition on use of urine.  Signs were placed on relevant plots and on the TPM notice boards.  In 
time, they will be added to the website.  The issue appears to have been resolved though this may 
need revisiting in future hot weather.  

 Action:  Nick and Pierre  
 
• Fire cage for TPM bonfire site. A metal fence panel on BM may be suitable for cutting up to create a 

‘cage’.   
 Action:  Gus, Jude, Nick and Phil will discuss this.  
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• Developments to the website and choosing a new platform.  The website is ‘up and running’ but 
needs more images and text.  Action:  All to have a look and suggest additions. Nick will contact Pierre 
to see if he needs someone to look after the website while Pierre is on parental leave.   

 
• Installation of spare water trough from BM to TPM.  The trough will be uncovered and relocated to 

TPM when leaf fall allows access.  Action:  Phil, Gus and Jude 
 
• Allocation of riverside plots on TPM.   
 4 are available following clearance in coming months – it’s a big job, but Payback Scheme may help.  
 3 established TPM gardeners are on the waiting list for a riverside plot should one become 

available. 
 There is also a general waiting list of about 8 people, with more than 13 plots and half plots now 

available elsewhere on TPM.   
 One longstanding riverside plot holder with three plots wishes to keep two and allocate two 

(including one of the vacant plots) to his son.  The son is not on waiting list nor does he live in OX2.   
 One of the requests from a current TPM plot holder relates to relocating from their present plot 

which is currently subject to a non-cultivation letter.   
 After much discussion, the committee decided to:  

1) Ask the son of the current plot holder with 3 plots to put his name down on the waiting list, to 
be considered in priority with all others similarly waiting;  

2) Refuse the relocation request for the plot holder who is currently subject to non-cultivation for 
and of the 4 riverside plots currently available;  

3) Allocate available riverside plots to TPM gardeners who meet the criteria for reallocation, in 
priority order; 

4) Allocate riverside plots to new gardeners once all requests from current plot holders for 
moving to the riverside have been met.   

Action: Gus to communicate decisions and allocate available riverside plots 
 
The committee suggested charging new plotholders double rent for Year One, with one year’s rent 
held as deposit – as many other Associations currently do.  The money would be returned upon them 
leaving, if the plot is left in rentable order and withheld to contribute to the cost of clearance if the 
plot is not in rentable order.   Action:  Nick to bring the proposal to the 2018 AGM  

 
• Evaluation of TPM coffee & cake initiative.   This was judged a success; the events have stopped for 

2017 and should be repeated in 2018. The committee thanked the cake providers.  It raised £120, 
deposited in the shop budget and labelled as such for budget planning.  The Bring-and-Share event in 
September earned £23 for shop funds, also labelled.  

 
• Changes to financial oversight arrangements for the Association:   
 The current Treasurer has stepped down from all roles in the Association, including committee 

membership and Trusteeship.   
 Anne has offered to be a Trustee. Action:  Action:  Nick and Anne to arrange the correct paperwork.   
 There is a willing volunteer, not currently on the Committee, who has offered to be Treasurer.  

Action:  Nick and Gus to contact them and support a smooth handover.   
 The current financial situation seems strong and a more formal report should be made once the 

new Treasurer is in post.  
 
• Posting minutes on both sites & on the website.  Action:  Nick and Jude to review and redact past 

minutes before they are posted.  Action: Verity to post future minutes in the shop, once they are 
agreed as accurate.  
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2. Review of 2017 rent renewal arrangements and decisions  

Arrangements in 2017 went smoothly, and the Committee thanked all those who made it work well.  
Paperwork and record keeping is now in much better order.  On TPM, 19 have yet to pay and have been 
sent reminders.  On BM, 2 have yet to pay.   Several people said they were pleased to be given the rules. 

 
3. Health and Safety inspection. 

Roger has inspected TPM and noted the need for identifying hazards that are the responsibility of the 
tenant and those that fall to the Association.  On the issue of ‘whose responsibility?’, it was decided that 
plotholders are responsible for ensuring the safety of their children, especially near the river;  making 
riverbanks safe and edges visible; maintaining sheds in a ‘non-dilapidated’ state; cutting trees that are 
obstructing paths.   

 
The committee will develop a checklist/ guidance note on these points, especially for those taking 
riverside plots.  The Association is responsible for setting speed limits (5 mph maximum) and removing 
barbed wire and razor wire from fences.  Action:  Nick to order 5 signs with speed limits, (2 for BM and 
3 for TPM).  Action: Jude and Roger to remove barbed wire a.s.a.p.   
 
A number needs to be available for emergencies.  Action: Nick to investigate getting a number that can 
automatically transfer to his phone and failing that, to have his phone listed.  Roger has agreed to take 
on Health and Safety issues for both sites.  Action: Roger to do an annual inspection and to create a 
notification form should plot holders identify any risks.  
 
A notice needs to go up on notifying risks, with a direction to the Association website Action:  Sue and 
Nia.  
[Note:  the issue of wells, marking them by signage and capping wells was not resolved.] 

 
4. Thames Water grant application for TPM.   

This has been drafted, circulated to the committee and is now ready for submission, once information 
on recent cash flow/ budget decisions are added. Action: Nick to add to application.  These should show 
we are a body with sufficient reserves to manage a water extraction project.  Action:  Anne to submit 
the application.  TPM needs to identify people with the skills and time to project manage, should the bid 
be successful.   

 
5. Courses and events 

Gus has organized an apple-pruning course on 2 December.  He will identify a maximum number of 
participants and collect £10 costs from each.  Jude and Gus will identify sites for demonstration across 
TPM.  If the event is very successful, another could be organized for later in the winter pruning ‘season’.   

 
A Potato Day will be organized by the Federation on 15 February 2018 at WOCA.  The day will offer a 
chance to purchase small quantities of a wide range of tubers, should people wish to trial new varieties.  
Action: Nick will advertise the event by email and ask for expressions of interest so the organisers can 
ensure they bring sufficient supplies.   

 
6. AOB  
• Japanese knotweed has been treated on the WOCA side of the fence but only superficially on the 

allotment side.  Action:  Verity to ring Stuart Fitzsimmons at the Parks Department to discuss the issue. 
• There is a new combination for the BM lock.   
• Water usage at BM has been monitored.  After 6 weeks use of river water, it shows 33 litres of drinking 

water has been used and thousands of litres of river water.  The solar panels are still to be installed.   
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• An ash and a willow on TPM need attention.  Action:  Jude and Gus to liaise with Phil for use of the 
chainsaw.   

• The water will be turned off at the end of October.  The toilet needs to be padlocked and out of use 
when there is no water.  Action:  Sally to check if there is a suitable padlock in the shop and Verity to 
lock up the toilet. 

• The shed behind the shop needs clearing.  The member who has stored material there will be given until 
1 November to remove it before it will be left outside the shop.  Action:  Gus to inform member 
concerned. 

• There are problems with the TPM bonfire.  Very large amounts of green material suitable for 
composting is being left and even regular fires by committee members cannot keep up with the rate of 
deposition.  This needs attention at a further meeting or should be addressed by the TPM management 
group.   

• Dates of next meeting:  1 November @ 7pm.  Venue to be announced.  Action:  Roger to investigate use 
of the Democrats club.  

 


